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Lamb shift in He¿: Resolution of a discrepancy between theory and experiment

A. van Wijngaarden, F. Holuj, and G. W. F. Drake
Department of Physics, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B 3P4

~Received 29 May 2000; published 5 December 2000!

An earlier measurement of the 22S1/2–22P1/2 Lamb shift in He1 by the anisotropy method is repeated in
order to either verify or remove a significant discrepancy between theory and experiment. The principal change
from our previous measurement is a redesigned photon detection system to eliminate a residual polarization
sensitivity of the photon detectors. The result of the measurement corresponds to a Lamb shift of 14 041.13~17!
MHz, in excellent agreement with the theoretical value 14 041.18~13! MHz. The good agreement between
theory and experiment provides a clear test of the recently calculated two-loop binding correction of
21.339 MHz.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.012505 PACS number~s!: 31.30.Jv, 31.30.Gs

I. INTRODUCTION

The 22S1/2–22P1/2 Lamb shift in He1 provides an impor-
tant supplement to measurements of the corresponding clas-
sic Lamb shift in hydrogen for two reasons. First, the higher-
order binding corrections increase rapidly with nuclear
charge, and so are much larger in He1 than in H. For ex-
ample, the large two-loop binding correction to the electron
self-energy recently calculated by Pachucki@1# and Eides
and Shelyuto@2# scales with nuclear charge asZ5, giving a
contribution of 21.339 MHz in He1 as compared with
20.0418 MHz in H. Second, the interpretation of Lamb
shift measurements in H is obscured by uncertainties in the
proton size, resulting in an uncertainty in the calculated
Lamb shift that is as large as the two-loop binding correc-
tion. In contrast, the nuclear radius uncertainty is relatively
much less in He1, so that a sufficiently accurate measure-
ment provides a clear test of the two-loop binding correction.

In a previous paper@3# we reported a measurement of the
Lamb shift in He1, using the anisotropy method. The mea-
surement is nominally accurate enough to be sensitive to the
two-loop binding correction, but the result of 14 042.52~16!
MHz lies several standard deviations above the theoretical
value of 14 041.18~13! MHz ~see Table I! when the two-loop
binding correction is included. In order to resolve the dis-
crepancy, we first performed a parallel high-precision mea-
surement of the Lamb shift in H@4#. The result of
1057.852~15! MHz verifies that the anisotropy method yields
results for hydrogen that are in agreement with direct micro-
wave resonance measurements and with theory. The present
paper reports the results of another anisotropy measurement
of the Lamb shift in He1. The principal change from our
previous measurement is a redesigned system for photon de-
tection. The change was required in order to eliminate a re-
sidual polarization sensitivity present in our earlier measure-
ment. The polarization sensitivity introduced a source of
systematic error which has now been corrected.

The anisotropy method of measuring Lamb shifts has un-
dergone a progressive series of refinements@5–9# since it
was first proposed by Drake and Grimley@10#. Its principal
advantage over direct measurements of the transition fre-
quency is that it is not limited in accuracy by the large level
width of the 2p state. The directly measured quantity is the
ratio of total photon fluxes emitted parallel and perpendicular

to an electrostatic quenching field, integrated over frequen-
cies. Closely related measurements with the same apparatus
have been used to measure the level width of the 2p state
@11# and the relativistic magnetic dipole matrix element for
the 2s→1s transition@12#.

In Sec. II, the theoretical contributions to the Lamb shift
are summarized, and the known scalings of each term withZ
and nuclear mass are used to calculate updated values for the
Lamb shift and fine structure splitting in He1. Section III
briefly reviews the theoretical aspects of the anisotropy
method. The technical approach together with a detailed de-
scription of the redesigned photon detectors are described in
Sec. IV. The results are presented in Sec. V, followed by a
comparison with theory and discussion in Secs. VI and VII.

II. LAMB SHIFT THEORY

The states 22S1/2 and 22P1/2 are degenerate according to
the solutions to the Dirac equation for a single electron mov-
ing in the Coulomb field of the nucleus. This degeneracy is
lifted by the quantum electrodynamic~QED! effects of
vacuum polarization and electron self-energy, as well as by
the finite size of the nucleus. This section first discusses the
QED terms and then the finite nuclear size correction.

A. QED contributions

The nonrelativistic theory of the QED effects results in a
double expansion in powers ofa andZa, wherea is the fine
structure constant. In lowest order, the QED shift for an elec-
tron with quantum numbersn, l, and j is given by the well-
known expression

DEQED5
4a~Za!4mc2

3pn3
$@ 19

30 1 ln~Za!22#d l ,02bn,l

1 3
8 ~12d l ,0!cl , j /~2l 11!1O~Za!1O~a/p!

1O~m/M !%, ~1!

wherecl , j52( j 2 l )/( j 1 1
2 ) is the anomalous magnetic mo-

ment factor, andbn,l denotes the Bethe logarithm. The nu-
merical values forn52 are@13#

b2s52.811 769 893 120,b2p520.030 016 708 630.
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A great deal of effort by a large number of authors has
been devoted to the evaluation of the higher-order correc-
tions to this expression, as recently reviewed in detail by
Eides, Grotch, and Shelyuto@14# and by Mohr and Taylor
@15#. These reviews focus primarily on the case of hydrogen,
but, since the scaling of each term is known as a function of
Z andm/M , the corresponding QED corrections for the case
of He1 can be readily calculated. In Table I we have grouped
together the 48 individual contributions to the QED shift
contained in Tables II through IX of Ref.@14# according to
their powers ofa, Za, and ln(Za)22. Each term contains a
reduced mass scaling factor of (mr /m)3, except for the
anomalous magnetic moment terms where the scaling factor
is (mr /m)2 and the Dirac fine structure where the scaling~to
lowest order! is (mr /m). The other mass-dependent recoil
and radiative recoil terms are listed separately.

In the conventional notation, the termsGSE(Za),
GVP(Za), andGWK(Za) represent an estimate of the sum of

all higher-order terms in theZa expansion for the self-
energy, vacuum polarization, and Wickman-Kroll terms ob-
tained by an interpolation between accurate results in the
limit Z→0 @16,17# and nonperturbative all-orders calcula-
tions for Z>5 @18#. Our interpolations agree to well within

TABLE I. Contributions to the energies of then52 states of He1. Each entry includes reduced mass
corrections. The values of the fundamental constants areR`510 973 731.568 516(84) m21, a21

5137.035 999 58(52), andM /m57294.299 508(16) for thea particle to electron mass ratio. Units are
MHz.

Contribution (amc2) 2 2S1/2 2 2P1/2 2 2P3/2

(Za)4 ln(Za)22 18 340.595 0.000 0.000
(Za)4 24 725.621 2206.095 200.725
a(Za)4 2.037 0.414 20.207
a2(Za)4 0.004 20.003 0.002
(Za)4 muonic pol. 20.010 0.000 0.000
(Za)4 hadronic pol. 20.006 0.000 0.000
(Za)5 228.402 0.000 0.000
a(Za)5 ~one loop! 0.061 0.000 0.000
a(Za)5 ~two-loop VP! 0.088 0.000 0.000
a(Za)5 ~two-loop SE! 21.339 0.000 0.000
(Za)6 ln2(Za)22 27.396 0.000 0.000
(Za)6 ln(Za)22 20.391 1.677 0.944
(Za)6GSE(Za) 210.620(9) 20.330(3) 20.165(3)
(Za)6GVP(Za) 20.276 20.022 20.005
(Za)6GWK(Za) 0.019 0.000 0.000
a(Za)6 ln3(Za)22 20.144 0.000 0.000
a(Za)6 ln2(Za)22 0.010~130!a 0.006 0.006
a(Za)6 ln(Za)22 20.003 0.000~3!a 0.000~3!a

Terms of ordera(Za)7 0.000~15!a 0.000~15!a 0.000~15!a

(Za)5m/M 2.547 20.138 20.138
(Za)6m/M 20.015 0.007 0.007
(Za)7ln2(Za)m/M 20.001 0.000 0.000
a(Za)5m/M 20.035 0.000 0.000
Z(Za)5(m/M )2 0.002 0.000 0.000
a(Za)6m/M 0.002 0.000 0.000
Finite nuclear size 8.786~10! 0.000 0.000
Subtotal 13 836.697~130! 2204.485(15) 201.170~15!

Dirac fine structure 0.000 0.000 175 187.848
Total 13 836.697~130! 2204.485(15) 175 389.018~15!

E(2 2S1/2)2E(2 2P1/2) 14 041.18~13!

E(2 2P3/2)2E(2 2P1/2) 175 593.50~2!

aUncertainties due to uncalculated terms.

TABLE II. Input data to calculateR0 from the observedR value
of Eq. ~9! and deduce the Lamb shift.

Quantity Value

E(2p3/2)2E(2p1/2) 175 593.50~2! MHz
G(2p) 1.596 443109 s21

(dR/R0)np 22.3731025

(dR/R0)rel 0.6431025

(dR/R0)M2 26.5431025

R(2) 5.846 731024 (kV/cm)2

R(4) 23.8031026 (kV/cm)4
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the uncertainties with those tabulated by Mohr@15,19#. The
principal limitations on the accuracy are uncalculated terms
of order a(Za)6amc2 for the 22S1/2 state, and terms of
ordera(Za)7amc2 for the 22Pj states.

Of particular interest in Table I is the relatively large con-
tribution of 21.339 MHz from the two-loop self-energy
term of ordera(Za)5amc2. This is the two-loop binding
correction recently calculated by Pachucki@1# and Eides and
Shelyuto @2#. It is an order of magnitude larger than the
experimental uncertainty in our measurement.

B. Finite nuclear size contribution

The finite nuclear size correction requires a more ex-
tended discussion. In the nonrelativistic limit, the correction
is given by

DEns5
2a2Z4mc2

3n3 S r rms

a0
D 2

d l ,0 , ~2!

where r rms is the rms nuclear radius for4He anda0 is the
Bohr radius. A very accurate value forr rms can be inferred
from measurements of the transition frequencies 2s1/2-2p1/2
and 2s1/2-2p3/2 in the muonic systemm2-He21 @20#, with
the resultr rms51.67360.001 fm. However, the validity of
this measurement has been questioned because of subsequent
difficulties in observing them2-He21(2s) metastable state
at high pressures@21–23#. Bracci and Zavattini@24# have
argued that the observation of the muonic transition frequen-
cies can be explained by the formation of He(m2-He21)
triplet molecular ions, but the status of the original experi-
ment still remains unclear.

Fortunately, the above value forr rms is in excellent agree-
ment with the value obtained from electron scattering mea-
surements. The three measurements are in good agreement
with each other and yield the combined resultr rms51.674
60.012 fm @25#. The nuclear radius correction listed in
Table I assumes the more accurate valuer rms51.673
60.001 fm from the muonic helium measurement, and the
calculated Lamb shift is 14 041.1860.13 MHz. If instead
the electron scattering value forr rms is used, then the calcu-
lated Lamb shift changes only slightly to 14 041.19
60.19 MHz. In either case, the calculated fine structure
splitting is DF5175 593.5060.02 MHz. The uncertainty of
60.02 MHz in DF has a negligible effect on the derivation
of the Lamb shift from the anisotropy measurement.

III. ANISOTROPY METHOD

A full account of the theory of quenching radiation asym-
metries in hydrogenic ions has been given by Drake@26# and
applications to the determination of the Lamb shift reviewed
by van Wijngaardenet al. @3#. This section summarizes the
main features of the method.

A. Relation between Lamb shift and anisotropy

The anisotropy method for measuring the Lamb shiftL
5E(2 2S1/2)2E(2 2P1/2) for the n52 state in hydrogenic
ions, as shown in Fig. 1~a!, is based on the radiative decay
modes of the 22S1/2 state. We subject a fast (v/c;1022)
beam of hydrogenic ions in the metastable 2s state to a static
electric field, perpendicular to the beam direction, as shown
in Fig. 1~b! where the beam travels into the page, through the
origin of the diagram. The dotted lines in Fig. 1~a! indicate
the mixing of the 2s1/2 state with the radiative 2p1/2 and
2p3/2 states by the field. This leads to field inducedE1 tran-
sitions to the ground state, together withM2 transitions that
proceed via the 2p3/2 state, with emission of Lya photons.
The Ly a intensity forM2 transitions is much weaker than
for E1 transitions.

Figure 1~b! is a polar diagram of the quench radiation
intensityI (u) emitted at an angleu with respect to the elec-
tric field direction. The apparent anisotropy inI (u) can be
understood from the following physical arguments. The elec-
tric field mixes into the purec0(2s1/2) state some of the
c0(2p1/2) and c0(2p3/2) states, and the field perturbed
c(2s1/2) becomes

c~2s1/2!5c0~2s1/2!1ac0~2p1/2!1bA2c0~2p3/2!. ~3!

The ratio of the mixing coefficients

r5
b

a
5

E~2s1/2!2E~2p1/2!1 iG/2

E~2s1/2!2E~2p3/2!1 iG/2
1O~F2! ~4!

depends weakly on even powers of the field as indicated by
the higher-order field correction termsO(F2). HereG is the
level width of the 2p states. In the limit of weak fields

r→r05
L1 iG/2

F1 iG/2
~5!

whereF5E(2s1/2)2E(2p3/2) is the Lamb shift minus the
fine structure splittingDF5E(2p3/2)2E(2p1/2). The magni-
tude ur0u is about20.1 for all hydrogenic ions.

FIG. 1. ~a! Electric field induced quenching of
the metastable 22S1/2 state in He1. ~b! Polar dia-
gram for the intensityI (u) of the E1 quench ra-
diation emitted under the action of a static elec-
tric field F. The radiating system is at the origin.
~c! The polarization of the quench radiation. Ar-
rows alongside intensities indicate polarization
vectors.
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In the electric field dipole approximation, and in the limit
of weak electric fields, the intensity of the radiation emitted
at an angleu and summed over all polarization directions is

I ~u!}11Re~r0!~123 cos2u!1 1
2 ur0u2~523 cos2u!

~6!

~see Ref.@6#!. This equation assumes that the intensities are
averaged over opposite observation directions, as is done in
the experiment, and it also temporarily ignores theM2 tran-
sitions.

With the notationI (0°)5I i and I (90°)5I' , the anisot-
ropy R, defined as the relative difference in the intensities
emitted parallel and perpendicular to the field,R5(I i
2I')/(I i1I'), becomes

R052
3 Re~r0!1 3

2 ur0u2

22Re~r0!1 7
2 ur0u2

. ~7!

Since Re(r0);20.1, the anisotropy is about a 15% effect
for all hydrogenic ions, and a measurement ofR0 is equiva-
lent to a measurement of the Lamb shift since the fine struc-
ture splittingDF is ~to lowest order! a non-QED effect that is
more accurately known. Equation~7! can be solved for the
Lamb shift in terms ofR0 andDF to obtain

L5
1

3 FDF2ADF
2S 123R0

11R0
D2

9G2

4 G . ~8!

Small corrections to the calculatedR0 at zero field arise
from field induced mixing of the 1s and 2s states with
higher np states, relativistic corrections to the matrix ele-
ments, and magnetic quadrupole (M2) transitions from the
2p3/2 state to the ground state. On neglecting the level withG
in Eq. ~7!, the fractional corrections are@3#

S dR

R0
D

np

5
3F
\v S 112r0

21r0
D ~11R0!, ~9!

S dR

R0
D

rel

50.0681~Za!2S 112r0

21r0
D S 11R0

12r0
D , ~10!

S dR

R0
D

M2

5
29~Za!2

32 S ~12r0!~12R0/3!

11r0/2 D , ~11!

where\v5E(2s1/2)2E(1s1/2). With these corrections, and
corrections for finite electric field strengthF, the total anisot-
ropy becomes

RT5R0F11S dR

R0
D

np

1S dR

R0
D

rel

1S dR

R0
D

rel
G

1R(2)F21R(4)F41•••. ~12!

From a measurement ofRT at the known fieldF, this equa-
tion can be solved forR0 and the Lamb shift calculated from
Eq. ~8!, using the input data of Table II.

B. Relation between polarization and anisotropy

Neglecting retardation effects, the electric dipole transi-
tion operator is simply2eê•r , whereê is the photon polar-
ization vector, independent of the direction of propagation.
There is then a simple geometrical connection between the
anisotropy and the polarization of the emitted radiation, as
shown in Fig. 1~c!. If the radiating system is located at the
origin and the quenching electric fieldF is directed along the
z axis, then the total radiation emitted parallel to thez axis is
I i5I (êx)1I (êy). But because thez axis is a symmetry axis,
I (êx)5I (êy), and thus the radiation traveling parallel to the
field direction is unpolarized. However, the total radiation
emitted perpendicular to the field~say, in thex direction! is
I'5I (êy)1I (êz). The polarization forI' is thus

P[
I ~ êy!2I ~ êz!

I ~ êy!1I ~ êz!
5

2R

12R
. ~13!

For He1, R.0.118, and so the perpendicular radiation is
27% polarized. It is apparent that in a measurement ofR the
photon detection system must have the same photoelectric
sensitivity for detection of the unpolarizedI i radiation as for
the polarizedI' radiation. This requires that the photon de-
tectors be insensitive to the polarization of the incident Lya
radiation.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the apparatus
for the He1 anisotropy measurements. The four
metal rods in the observation cell are 1.2700~2!
cm in diameter and are supported 4.064~1! cm
apart on insulators.S1 and S2 are photon colli-
mating slits with c57.117(2) cm and s
521.999(3) cm. Details of the schematically
drawn photon detectorsA,B,C, andD are shown
in Fig. 3 below.
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IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Overall plan

The anisotropy method is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a
beam of 130.0~5! keV He1 ions consists mainly of ground
state ions with a concentration of 1–2 % of the desired meta-
stable He1(2s) ions. The beam current is about 1mA for a
beam with a diameter of 0.25 cm. The beam passes through
some cylindrical prequenching electrodes whose polarities
are normally switched off. The prequenching electric fields
are switched on only to destroy the metastable states for the
purpose of determining small noise signals. After the pre-
quenching region, the beam enters the observation region.
Here it is subjected to a static electric field by supplying
appropriate polarities to the cylindrical rods mounted on in-
sulators in a quadrupole arrangement. The resulting electric
field induced Lya intensities are detected simultaneously by
the photon detectorsA,B,C, andD. For the case shown in
the diagram where opposite polarities are applied to adjacent
pairs of quadrupole rods, theA and C detectors view the
radiation parallel to the field direction while theB and D
detectors view the perpendicular radiation. For each mea-
surement of the anisotropy, the roles of the detectors are
interchanged by switching potentials on the rods so that the
electric field rotates in steps of 90°. This allows measure-
ments that are independent of the relative photoelectric effi-
ciencies of the photon detectors, which thus need not be
known.

B. Photon detection

The Ly a photons from the beam pass through a photon
collimator with entrance slitS1 and exit slit S2 and then
strike a large photosensitive surface from which the photo-
electric current emitted~of the order 10214 A) is collected
and directly measured with sensitive electrometers. To stop
low-energy particles that are produced by the interaction of
the fast beam with the remaining gas (P;531028 Torr) in
the observation region from striking the photosensitive sur-
faces, the circular exit slitS2 of each photon collimator is
covered with a self-supporting thin (;800 Å) Al film that
is about 60% transparent to the 300 Å Lya radiation. In
addition, an axial magnetic field of 20.0~2! G over the obser-
vation region confines low-energy electrons traveling with
the beam, and generated by the beam, to the beam region in
the presence of the quenching field.

In our previous He1 experiment, the photosensitive sur-
faces consisted of cones, as shown in Fig. 2, with cone
angles of 96°. These were mounted such that the tip of a
cone viewed the He1(2s) beam along the central photon
collimator axis, oriented perpendicular to the beam. From
symmetry arguments it follows that such a cone possesses no
polarization sensitivity of photoelectric emission for photons
that strike the cone for very small angular ranges about the
photon collimator axis. However, we recently found that, for
finite viewing ranges of the beam that are still allowed by the
collimator, the cones possess a small overall polarization
sensitivity, contrary to our conclusions drawn from earlier
tests. There we found that although the apparent Lamb shift

depended on cone angle it was independent of cone angles in
the range 75° to 120° studied at the 100 ppm precision level.
It turns out that the existence of such an angular plateau does
not imply the absence of an overall polarization sensitivity,
and this accounts for our earlier experiment@3# which gave
an apparent anisotropy that is too large.

C. Redesigned photon detectors

The polarization sensitivity discussed above occurs be-
cause the photoelectric yield depends on the angleu between
the electric field vector of the incident radiation and the nor-
mal to the photosensitive surface. For example, we found
that for a flat metallic surface, coated with a thin layer of
MgF2 to enhance the photoelectron yield by an order of mag-
nitude, the angular dependence of the photoelectric yield for
300 Å Ly a radiation has the approximate form

Y~u!}3.051cosu ~14!

for the angular rangeu560° to 90° studied.
In order to overcome this problem, we have constructed

photon detectors whose overall photoelectron yield is inde-
pendent of polarization of the incident radiation. Each pho-
ton detector, such as detectorA in Fig. 2, now consists of two
flat surfaces mounted in tandem, along the beam~y! direction
as shown in Fig. 3. Each flat surface is machined onto a 2.5
cm Al cylinder making an angle of 45° with the cylinder
axis. The cylinder is mounted so that its axis coincides with

FIG. 3. Details of the photon detectorsA, B, C, andD shown
schematically in Fig. 2. The beam is 2p50.254 cm in diameter;
the width of the rectangular slitsS1 is 2a51.245 cm; the diameter
of the circular slitsS2 is 2b51.270 cm. Distances of slitsS1 and
S2 from the beam axis arec57.117 cm andd514.883 cm, re-
spectively.Vc is a 300 V collector potential for photoelectrons and
E is an electrometer. The separation between the photosensitive

surfaces isl 53.048 cm. The normaln̂ projects out of the page

such that it makes equal angles ofu560° with both thex̂ and ŷ
directions shown in the figure. The deflections (z0)1 and (z0)2 @see
Eq. ~22!# are due to the transverse field and are exaggerated for
clarity.
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the photon collimator axis. The critical parameter in achiev-
ing polarization insensitivity is not the 45° angle with the
cylinder axis, but the angular orientation of the photosensi-
tive flat surfaces with respect to the photon collimator axis.
The normaln̂ must make equal angles ofu560° with both
the x̂ and ŷ directions.

To find the angular precision with which an Al cylinder
must be mounted, suppose that it is rotated about its axis by
a small angledu from its ideal position. Then the relative
uncertainty in the observed anisotropy isdR/R.du/(7R)
for the angular dependenceY(u) in Eq. ~14!. For R;0.118
and du equal to 19, the uncertainty in the anisotropy~and
hence in the Lamb shift! is 5 ppm.

In practice, we can hold the angular tolerance to a value
of at bestdu;1009. To overcome the resulting large error
dR/R;500 ppm, a second identical cylinder is mounted in
tandem with the first cylinder at a distancel 53.048 cm as
shown in Fig. 3. After the two cylinders are rigidly mounted
onto a single metal block, the two flat surfaces are machined
with the aid of a precision rotatable table such that the two
normals have the samex components, but oppositey compo-
nents, and such that the angle between the two normals is
correct to within 19. The two photosensitive surfaces so ma-
chined are then polished nearly flat and vacuum coated with
a thin layer of MgF2 to increase the photoyield to the 20%
level. The whole unit is then positioned with the vectorl

between the cylinders~see Fig. 3! parallel to the beam direc-
tion with an angular tolerance of about 2009.

The photoelectric currents emitted by the two surfaces are
combined and detected as a single photocurrent. Thus, be-
cause the angular uncertainty in the orientation ofl results
in errors in the anisotropy for the two surfaces of opposite
sign, the combined photocurrent is insensitive to polariza-
tion, even for the finite viewing ranges of the beam axis
allowed by the photon collimator.

Second-order errors are introduced by the depletion of the
Ly a signal along the metastable beam, which results in a
higher photon signal striking the upstream than the down-
stream surfaces. To eliminate the resulting error, the normals
to the surface of theC detector, viewing the beam from
below~see Fig. 2!, have the samex components, but opposite
y components, from the corresponding normals to the sur-
faces of theA detector.

Cancellation of higher-order effects, such as those intro-
duced by slightly different photosensitivities of the surfaces,
requires an averaging of data over interchanges of detectors
A andC, andB andD, together with a 180° rotation about
the collimator axis for each detection system. Furthermore,
since it cannot be ruled out that the thin Al films covering the
exit slit S2 of the photon collimators introduce a residual
polarization sensitivity for Lya transmission, the data are
also averaged over two film orientations by rotating them
through 90° and interchanging the films for the upstream and
downstream detectors.

D. Data collection

To eliminate effects from ion beam current fluctuations,
the photoelectron current for each detector system is normal-

ized to the beam current and then averaged for 60 s. Sub-
tracted from the signal is the small noise current~0.3%!
which we define as the signal that still persists when the
He1(2s) state is removed from the beam by prequenching,
to form ground state He1(1s) ions. The quantity directly
measured is the intensity ratior 5I i /I' , which is related to
the anisotropy byR5(r 21)/(r 11).

The need to measure the relative photoelectric efficiencies
of the detectors was avoided by measuringr for all possible
90° rotations of the electric field direction in Fig. 2. For
example, letu be the angle betweenF and theCA axis. Then
for any pair of adjacent detectors, sayA and B, the four
current ratiosr (u) are

r ~0!5
A~0!

B~0!
, r ~ 1

2 p!5
B~ 1

2 p!

A~ 1
2 p!

, ~15a!

r ~p!5
A~p!

B~p!
, r ~ 3

2 p!5
B~ 3

2 p!

A~ 3
2 p!

, ~15b!

whereA(u) andB(u) are simultaneously measured time av-
eraged photoelectron currents. Then the combination

r AB5
1

2 SAr ~0!r ~ 1
2 p)1Ar ~p!r ~ 3

2 p! D ~16!

is independent of the photoelectric efficiency. Furthermore,
the average

r 5
1

4
~r AB1r BC1r CD1r DA! ~17!

over all four adjacent detector pairs does not contain a first-
order correction due to transverse beam deflections~beam
bending! in the quenching field. Small second-order correc-
tion are discussed in Sec. IV B. Thus a single measurement
for r consists of measuring the time-averaged signal currents
simultaneously for each detector and for each of the four
electric field directions, followed by the corresponding noise
measurements.

V. RESULTS

A. Uncorrected data

For a given orientation of the thin Al films on the exit slits
of the photon collimator we carried out the following four
series of measurements ofr, each to the same level of preci-
sion and all at the same quenching fieldF
5632.03(22) V/cm: ~1! an initial run with the detectors
mounted as described in Sec. IV C,~2! a run with detector
interchangesA
B andC
D, together with a 180° rotation
about their photon collimator axes,~3! a run with each de-
tector system rotated by 180°, and~4! a run with detector
interchangesA
C andB
D, together with a 180° rotation
of each system. These four measurements were then repeated
after a 90° rotation and interchange of the thin Al films as
discussed in Sec. III C. The average anisotropy ratio for a set
of these four measurements is insensitive to small variations
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in the angular alignment ofl in Fig. 3, and also insensitive
to small differences in the photoelectric efficiencies.

The results are summarized in Table III, where each value
listed is the average of nine runs, with each run consisting of
about 30 individual measurements. It is satisfying that there
are no large deviations from the average for all the eight
measurements and that the averager value for the two film
orientations is the same. The final anisotropy ratio, averaged
over the two film orientations, isr 51.267 625 50(348), cor-
responding to an uncorrected experimental anisotropyRexp
50.118 020 15(135).

B. Systematic corrections

The above experimental value for the anisotropy requires
several corrections. There is a correction for a small isotropic
component of the signal resulting from 2E1 two-photon
transitions to the ground state, a correction for averaging the
signal over the finite solid angle of the detection, a correction
for beam bending, and a relativistic angular shift. These are
now discussed in the following subsections.

1. Two-photon background

The quenching signal contains a small isotropic back-
ground from the spontaneous 2E1 decay@27# of the 2s1/2
state, which much be subtracted. For each detector the ap-
parent observed anisotropy in the presence of the 2E1 two-
photon signalI (2E1) is

Ra5
I i2I'

I i1I'12I ~2E1!
. ~18!

The resulting relative error inR becomes

dR

R
5~11R!

I ~2E1!

I i
, ~19!

where dR5R2Ra, and the quantityI (2E1)/I i represents
the response of the detector to the broad two-photon con-
tinuum (0<n<nLy a) relative to the response for theI i Ly
a radiation. To calculate this requires a knowledge of the
photoelectric efficiency over the entire frequency spectrum.
Since for our detection systems this frequency dependence
cannot be inferred from the literature~see Ref.@3#! with
sufficient accuracy, we have instead measured theI (2E1)/I i
ratio to the 10% precision level, as follows.

The principle of the measurement is to calculateI (2E1)
from I (2E1)5 f I 0(2E1), whereI 0(2E1) is the two-photon
signal at zero field strength, and the factorf corrects for the
depletion of metastables along the beam at our normal
quenching field ofF5632 V/cm. The first row of Table IV
shows the values ofI 0(2E1) for each of the detectors, aver-
aged over 550 individual measurements. Normalization of
the photocurrents to the beam current makes these numbers
dimensionless. TheI 0(2E1) signals are small compared to
the normalI i signals, which are listed in the second row. The
I 0(2E1) signals are the same within statistical fluctuations
for all detectors and their average, averaged over the four
detectors, isI 0(2E1)51.237(114)31025.

Next the depletion fractionf of metastables in the beam
was measured from the variation ofI i with field strength, as
shown in Fig. 4. The straight line represents the quadratic

TABLE III. Observed anisotropy ratiosr at F5632.03 V/cm.

Thin Al film orientation

Measuring series Unrotated Rotated byp/2

I 1.267 624 59~999! 1.267 613 47~915!
II 1.267 624 84~1055! 1.267 608 09~906!
III 1.267 628 21~1009! 1.267 631 47~939!
IV 1.267 623 65~987! 1.267 649 72~1050!
Average 1.267 625 32~506! 1.267 625 69~477!

TABLE IV. I 0(2E1) at F50 andI i at F5632 V/cm for the four detectors.

Detector

Intensity A B C D

I 0(2E1)a 1.102(116)31025 1.618(224)31025 1.030(86)31025 1.200(308)31025

I i
b 0.728 0.700 0.687 0.712

aThe large differences in the statistical error for the four detector systems arise from small differences in the
rms noise currents (;10217 A) of the electrometers.
bThe variation inI i for the various detectors reflects the difference of Lya transmission through the Al films.

FIG. 4. The field dependence ofI i for detection systemB. The
straight line is the tangent to the experimental points at zero field.
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dependence ofI i on F at low field strengths due to the field
induced decay rate@27#

g~F !5~eF!2g2pS z^2s1/2uzu2p1/2& z2

L 21G2/4
1

z^2s1/2uzu2p3/2& z2

L 21G2/4
D ,

~20!

andg2p52pG. The departure of the measured points from
the straight line corresponds to a depletion fraction off
50.577 atF5632 V/cm, and so the corrected two-photon
background signal isI (2E1)50.714(66)31025. Combin-
ing this with the averageI i signal for the four detectors of
I i50.707 ~see Table IV!, the final correction isdR
51.33(12)31026. This is in approximate agreement with
our earlier estimatedR51.64(16)31026 @3#.

Finally, care must be taken during the measurement of
I 0(2E1) to reduce stray magnetic fields perpendicular to the
beam direction to the 0.1 G level because these fields pro-
duce av3B motional electric field. At our beam velocity
v/c58.3531023, a stray field of 0.1 G produces a motional
electric field of 0.25 V/cm. The resulting Ly quench radia-
tion intensity ofI stray;231027, as derived from the data for
Fig. 4, mimics the spontaneous 2E1 background. It is satis-
fying that the stray signal lies nearly two orders of magni-
tude belowI 0(2E1)51.23731025.

2. Finite solid angle and beam bending

The correction for finite solid angle of observation takes
into account the finite sizes of the photon collimator slits,
along with effects from beam bending and the depletion of
the concentration of the metastable ions along the beam.
Once the corrections have been obtained for a single detec-
tor, they must be averaged over the detector pairs shown in
Fig. 3, with weighting factorsw1 andw2 equal to the relative
radiation intensities.

The radiation intensity decays exponentially along the
beam asI (y)5I 0e2gyy. The beam has a parabolic trajectory

z5z01l~y2y0!1m~y2y0!2 ~21!

in the field, wherey057.62 cm is the center position of the
quenching cell from its entrance slit aty50, andz0 is the
beam deflection. The velocity ratiol5vz /vy in the z andy
directions must be evaluated at the center of the detector
viewing region. Finallym5F/Va, whereVa5130 kV is the
accelerating potential. In terms of these constants and the
ones shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the observed anisotropyR is
related to the solid angle corrected anisotropyRc by

R

Rc
512

p2

2s2
2~12Rc!

t2

s2 S a2

3
1

b2

4 D2
b2

2s2
1

z̃0
2

Rcs
2

3F9

4
~12Rc

2!2RcG2
z̃̃0

2

Rcs
2
~12Rc

2!, ~22!

where

z̃0
25z0

21@l212~m2lgy!z0#Fa2t2

3
1

b2~12t !2

4 G ,
z̃̃0

25z0
21

1

2
@l212~m2lgy!z0#Fa2t21

b2~3t226t12!

4 G ,
and t5s/d.

Equation~22! assumes that the signals from opposite de-
tectors are averaged so that first-order corrections from beam
bending cancel. The input parameters for Eq.~22! and their
uncertainties, along with the resulting relative errorsdR/R in
the anisotropy, are listed in Table V. The subscripts 1 and 2
on the parameters refer to the upstream and downstream de-
tectors as shown in Fig. 3. The weightedR/Rc value for a
detection pairR/Rc50.998 715 7(49) corresponds to the
correctiondR5Rc2R equal todR50.000 151 766(590).

3. Relativistic angular shift

The observed intensityI i emitted parallel toF in the labo-
ratory frame by the moving ions corresponds to emission at a
small angleu5v/c to F. The resulting correction to the an-
isotropy is

dR

Rc
5~12Rc!S v

cD 2

. ~23!

4. Zeeman splitting and vÃB fields

The Zeeman splitting for then52 manifold of states in an
axial magnetic fieldB produces in second order an enhanced
Stark coupling between the 2s1/2 and 2p1/2 sublevels
whereby the anisotropy is decreased. For our field
of B520.0(2) G, the correction to R is dR
50.000 000 680(60), as obtained from a detailed numerical
integration of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for
the He1 ions as they pass through the fringing field region
and into the main quenching field. The Zeeman splitting also

TABLE V. Parameters for calculating the solid angle and beam
bending corrections of Eq.~23!. dR/R is the relative error inR
corresponding to the uncertainty in each parameter.

Parameter Value dR/R(ppm)

a 0.622 3~13! cm 2.15
b 0.635 0~13! cm 3.36
c 7.117 1~25! cm 0.09
d 14.882 6~25! cm 0.39
p 0.127~9! cm 2.45
m 12.155(103)31024 cm21 0.00
l1 0.012 11~93! 0.05
l2 0.019 52~155! 0.10
(z0)1 0.031 31~25! cm 0.23
(z0)2 0.079 52~64! cm 1.30
w1 0.574 59~34! 0.00
w2 0.425 41~34! 0.00
gy 0.100 200(10) cm21 0.00
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produces a slight time dependence inR as different magnetic
substates depopulate at different rates.

The axialB field produces a further correction. As the ion
traverses the quenching field it progressively acquires a ve-
locity componentvz5lvy in the z direction. The resulting
motional v3B electric field is perpendicular toF and their
vector sum produces a net effective quenching field that is
rotated through a small angleu5VB /cF. The resulting cor-
rection to the anisotropy is

dR

Rc
52S vzB

cF D 2

. ~24!

This must be evaluated separately for the upstream and
downstream detectors to find the weighted average with the
weight factorsw1 andw2 listed in Table V.

5. Stray Field Effects

Stray electric and/or magnetic fields could in principle
introduce further systematic errors. For example, a stray
magnetic fieldB perpendicular to the beam direction in the
observation cell would result in a motionalvÃB electric field
that is superposed on the applied electric quenching fieldF.
To study the implications of this, assume for example that
there exists a smallB field directed along thez direction in
Fig. 3, so that the motional field points in thex direction.
This must be added vectorially to the main quenching field
F, which points in the6z directions or6x directions as the
field is progressively rotated in steps of 90°.

There are two cases to be considered. IfF points in thex
direction, the direction of the resultant quenching field is not
affected, but its magnitude changes by6vB. The linear cor-
rection cancels from the field-reversed average photon sig-
nals~which are proportional toF2), leaving a quadratic frac-
tional correction of d25(vB/F)2. If F points in the z
direction, the total quenching field will be rotated through a
small angled5vB/F, and its strength increased by the fac-

tor (11d2)1/2. Thus the effective averaged value ofF2 in-
creases by the same factor of (11d2) in both cases. SinceR
is independent ofF in the limit of weak fields, the correction
is negligible. What remains is the expression

Ra5
I ~d!2I ~p/21d!

I ~d!1I ~p/21d!
~25!

for the apparent anisotropy whenF points in thez direction,
where, from Eqs.~6! and ~7!,

I ~u!511
2R0

12R0
cos2u, ~26!

normalized to unity foru5p/2. There is no rotational cor-
rection ~for the assumed stray field! whenF points in thex
direction. On expanding in powers ofd2 and averaging over
the two cases, the apparent anisotropy is

Ra5R0@12d21O~d4!#. ~27!

During the experiment, stray magnetic fields perpendicu-
lar to the beam were cancelled by Helmholtz coils to60.2 G
or less. Thus at our beam velocityv/c.8.3531023 and
quenching fieldF5632 v/cm,d2.0.6231026, which is
negligibly small.

Similarly the correction resulting from stray electric fields
can be ignored. The reason is that at our operating field, the
applied potentials on the quadrupole rods are61450 V. Such
high potentials ensure that uncertainties in the direction of
the net electric quenching field introduced by contact poten-
tials ~;1 V! are negligibly small.

C. Summary of corrections and Lamb shift

The numerical values for the various corrections for the
input data of Tables II and V are summarized in Table VI,
together with the experimental anisotropyRexp at F
5632.03(22) V/cm.

A check was made for the relatively large correction
R(2)F21R(4)F4 for finite quenching fields and for the cor-
rection for finite solid angle of detection described by Eq.
~22!. The field correction was tested in an independent series
of measurements atF5632 V/cm andF5479.5 V/cm. At
these fields the anisotropy corrections are, respectively,dR
50.000 239 59(250) anddR50.000 134 216(190). Al-

TABLE VI. Systematic corrections to obtain the zeroth-order
anisotropyR0.

Quantity Value

Measured anisotropy 0.118 020 15~135!
Detector nonlinearity 0.000 000 00~35!

Residual polarization sensitivity of detectors 0.000 000 00~50!

2E1 two-photon decay 0.000 001 33~12!

Finite solid angle of detectors 0.000 151 77~57!

and deflection of ion beams
Relativistic angular shift 0.000 007 26~6!

20.0 G Zeeman splitting 0.000 000 68~1!

v3B electric field 0.000 000 36~4!

R(2)F21R(4)F4 20.000 232 96(25)
R0(dR/R0)np 0.000 002 80
R0(dR/R0)rel 20.000 000 76
R0(dR/R0)M2 0.000 007 71
R0 ~sum of above! 0.117 958 34~162!
L from Eq. ~8! 14 041.13~17! MHz

TABLE VII. Comparison of experiment and theory for the He1

Lamb shift, in units of MHz.

Experiment Theory

14 041.1360.17a 14 041.1860.13 @r rms51.673(1) fm#

14 042.061.2b 14 041.1960.18 @r rms51.674(12) fm#

14 046.261.2c

14 040.261.8d

aPresent work.
bReference@29#.
cReference@28#.
dReference@30#.
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though these field corrections differ by nearly a factor of 2,
we obtained within 40 ppm the sameR0 values, which were
each measured to a precision of 55 ppm. This confirms that
our experiment is virtually free from field-dependent system-
atic corrections, other than that already contained in the
R(2)F21R(4)F4 term.

VI. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

From Table VI, the final corrected anisotropy for a hypo-
thetical nonrelativistic three-level hydrogen atom isR0
50.117 958 34(162). This is the quantity, together with the
calculated fine structure splittingDF , that is to be substituted
into Eq. ~8! to determine the Lamb shift. The result isL
514 041.1360.17 MHz, in excellent agreement with the
theoretical value 14 041.18~13! from Table I ~or 14 041.19
60.18 MHz if the less accurate electron scattering value of
r rms is used!. In either case, the experimental uncertainty, and
the difference between theory and experiment, is an order of
magnitude less than the two-loop binding correction of
21.339 MHz.

VII. DISCUSSION

Our present experimental value for the Lamb shift lies six
standard deviations below our 1991 value of 14 042.52
616 MHz @3#. The difference is entirely accounted for by
the elimination of residual polarization sensitivity in the pho-
ton detection system. All other aspects of the apparatus are
identical to our previous work on both hydrogen@4# and
helium @3#. The good agreement obtained with other mea-
surements and with theory for hydrogen at the same level of
accuracy gives confidence that systematic effects are under
good control.

We compare in Table VII our current measurement with
past measurements and theory. Our measurement is in good
agreement with the currently best microwave resonance
value of 14 042.061.2 MHz, but is an order of magnitude
more accurate. It is satisfying that the two very different
methods for measuring the Lamb shift yield the same result.
Only the older measurement of Narasimham and Strombotne
@28# (14 046.261.2 MHz) is in disagreement with the oth-
ers.

Not included in Table VII are two earlier less accurate

measurements of the Lamb shift by the anisotropy method
@8,9#. These used the same cone-based detector system as in
the 1991 measurement@3#, and so they suffered from the
same systematic error due to polarization sensitivity. The
difference between the present measurement and the 1991
measurement is 1.3960.24 MHz. If this downward polariza-
tion correction is applied to the two earlier measurements,
then the results are 14040.561.5 MHz @8# and 14040.83
60.35 MHz @9#, in reasonable agreement with the present
work.

Our current anisotropy measurement for the Lamb shift in
He1 removes the only significant disagreement between
theory and experiment for Lamb shifts in hydrogenic sys-
tems. The good agreement with theory in a case where the
nuclear radius uncertainty is not a significant consideration
suggests that Lamb shift measurements in hydrogen could be
interpreted as a measure of the proton radius, rather than as a
test of QED.

The main limitation on accuracy after several months of
data collection is still the statistical uncertainty in the mea-
sured anisotropy as shown in Table VI. A further factor of 2
reduction in the uncertainty could be obtained before ma-
chining tolerances and geometrical uncertainties became a
significant factor. At this level, the accuracy would be
60.085 MHz ~6 ppm!, which would match or exceed the
best measuremtns in hydrogen.

The only anisotropy measurement to date for a heavier
hydrogenic ion is the O71 Lamb shift of 2192615 GHz ob-
tained by Curnutteet al. @31#, using an electrostatic quench-
ing field. There is considerable scope for further measure-
ments of improved accuracy in the heavier hydrogenic ions,
and in particular for the use of a transverse magnetic field to
generate avÃB electric quenching field of sufficient
strength. This strategy would avoid the background noise
resulting from the acceleration of charged particles into the
photon detectors by a strong electrostatic quenching field.
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